
Anleitung: Pflanzkasten-Blumenampel
frühlingshaft dekoriert
Instructions No. 1138

Difficulty: Beginner

Springlike colours like Yellow, Orange and greenery bring good spirits into the house. Decorate your home with these
cute spring cottages and Easter decorations such as eggs, flowers, butterflies and decorative figures. We show you here the
suitable handicraft idea.

And it is as simple as that:

The houses are primed white. As soon as the paint has dried, the roofs are covered with some fabric. To fix the fabric on the
roof, it is easier to Handicraft glue. 

The edges of the roof and the basket edges are decorated with the green and white ribbon. The best tape for this is-Ribbon,
which is precisely attached to the edge and onto which Decorative ribbons can be easily stuck. The grass ribbon is likewise
fastened with some tape-Ribbon at the lower edge 

To decorate the baskets, cut some sticky material and place it inside the houses. The moss should be fixed with staples
made of wire. The wire can be bent into a loop at the end and glued to the flower. The result is a pretty flower, which can also
be plugged into the ground 

Small eggs are glued to the moss with hot glue. Decorative butterflies and a bow from Decorative ribbons can be additionally
attached to the house gable with some hot glue. Some Decorative ribbons is also glued to the right and left of the ridge with
tape-Ribbon . From the remaining Ribbon a small loop is bound, which is fixed with some hot glue to the roof top.

Place then still as desired an angel, a sheep or another colored suitable figure as an eyecatcher in the larger house.



Must Have

Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

698405 VBS Decoration pendant "Flowers, hearts and butterflies" 1

411530 VBS Felt ribbon "Turf" 1

560078-81 VBS Craft paint, 15 mlAntique White 1

644303-03 VBS Double page Adhesive tape3 mm 1

111065 VBS Handicraft glue 1

601399 Dry-Flower arrangement foam, 2 pieces 1

Decorative aviary "Shabby"

14,99 €
 Item

details
Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/decorative-aviary-shabby-a193975/
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